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1. Definitions and Basic Theorems. In all that follows, a semigroup Ŝ is a Hausdorff 
topological space together with a continuous associative multiplication. We shall 
use 1 to denote the identity element, К to denote the minimal ideal (which exists if S 
is compact [13]), E to denote the set of idempotent elements (ее E if and only if 
e = e^) and H[e) to denote the maximal subgroup of S with identity e e E. (Each H(e) 
is a compact topological group if S is compact [13]). 
A compact connected semigroup S is algebraically irreducible about В cz S if S 
contains no proper closed connected subsemigroup containing B. In particular, 
a compact connected abelian semigroup with an identity element, 1, algebraically 
irreducible about X u Я(1) will be called SLXI A — I semigroup [7]. The left equiva­
lence of GREEN [8] is defined for a semigroup S by x£^y if and only if {x} и Sx = 
= {y} u Sy, with L^ the equivalence class of those p e S with p^x. It is known that 
for S compact and abelian the quotient space, S modulo Jf, is again a compact 
abehan semigroup, denoted by S', and that the canonical mapping ф : S -^ S' is 
a continuous homomorphism. 
A standard thread [7], is a compact semigroup S with a total order such that 
(a) the order topology is the given topology, (b) S is connected in the order topology, 
(c) S has a maximal element and it is an identity element and (d) S has a minimal 
element and it is a zero. A nil thread is a standard thread having no interior idem-
potent element but at least one non-zero nilpotent element. A unit thread is a standard 
thread with no interior idempotent element and no non-zero nilpotent element. 
It is proved in [9] that if S is an Л — / semigroup, then S' is a standard thread. 
Also, it is proved that if S' consists entirely of idempotent elements, then there is an 
arc subsemigroup P a S such that ф\ P is a.n isomorphism onto S' and 5 — ^ is 
the union of the orbits of the elements of P under action by Я(1). Further, for A — I 
semigroups, it is proved that if S' is a unit thread, then either 
(1) S ~ К is the union of the orbits of a unit thread p a S under action by Я(1); 
or (2) S — К is the union of the orbits of a half open arc Г с 5, T ĉ  (0, 1] under 
action by Я(1) and Г winds on a closed subgroup С of К. 
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The purpose of this paper is to discuss an analogue of the Pontrjagin duality 
theorem applicable to Ä — I semigroups. AUSTIN [1], the BAKERS [2] and BROWN 
and FRIEDBERG [6] have considered continuous homomorphisms of a topological 
semigroup. The range semigroup in [1] and [2] is the complex unit disk with complex 
multiplication, while the range in [6] is quite different. In [4], [10], [11] and [12], 
the homomorphisms were taken to be measurable (with respect to a fixed "nicely" 
chosen measure) on the given topological semigroup and the range semigroup the 
complex unit disk. As is well known a measurable homomorphism of a locally 
compact topological group to the circle group is of necessity continuous. Thus it 
seems to us, especially in view of the results of [4], [11] and [12] that the approach 
of measurable homomorphisms has an advantage. 
In [2], the Baker's introduced the concept of an involution in a semigroup and 
obtained results dealing with duality of semigroups with involution. The main 
results we give here will concern semigroups with involution and the dual space 
consisting of those measurable homomorphisms satisfying т(х*) = т(х), where 
X ~> X* is the involution on the given semigroup and т(х) is the complex conjugate 
of T(X). 
2. Let S be an /1 — / semigroup with К = {0]. In [4], BERGMAN showed that if S 
were a standard thread containing no nil subthread then the bounded real valued 
Lebesgue measurable homomorphisms on S as a subsemigroup of the measurable 
semicharacters S* were in duality with S via the evaluation mapping x -> x, x[x) — 
= ;((x), where x e S and x ^ S^. For A — I semigroups there are natural involutions 
(x -> X*) on S such that if S were a standard thread, the measurable semicharacters x 
satisfying x(^*) = x{^) (the bar denotes complex conjugation) would be real valued. 
These natural involutions will be used in obtaining a dual semigroup for A — I 
semigroups S for which S' contains no nil thread. 
Let 5 be an A — / semigroup such that S' contains no nil thread. Let [/^ : a e Л] 
denote the collection of unit threads in S\ For each 7„, there exists a subsemigroup T„ 
of S contained in ф~^(1^ \ {0}) such that ф\Т^ is an isomorphism onto I^ \ {0} and 
ф'~^{1ос \ {0}) = T^H^, where H^ is the maximal group of S containing that idempotent 
mapping to the identity of/^ under ф. For each possible choice of T«, there is a natural 
involution on T^H^ namely, (thy = th~^. It is clear that this involution is continuous 
on T^H^. For each nondegenerate component Jß of S' \ U [ 4 • ̂ ^ ^ ^ ] there is a unique 
idempotent subsemigroup Pß с ф~''^{3^ = PßHß, where Hß is the maximal group 
containing the maximal element of Pß, and the natural involution ph -^ ph~^ is 
continuous on PßHß. Thus it is possible to introduce "natural" involutions on 
S = {\J[I^H^ : a G Л]) u (\J[PßHß : ß e В]). Note that while the involutions on the 
PßHß are uniquely chosen, those on the I^H^ are not necessarily unique. 
For each such involution, as above, one can consider those semicharacters т on S 
satisfying т(х*) == т(х). It is easily seen that they form a subsemigroup of the SQxni^ 
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group all semicharacters, T|T2(X*) = TI(X*) T2(X*) = т^(х) Т2(х) = TI(X) T2(X) = 
= Tit2(x). 
Definition. An A — / semigroup S is non nil if S' contains no nil thread. If S is an 
Ä — I semigroup and S* is the semigroup of measurable semicharacters on 5, then 
it is known [10] that S* can be endowed with the Gelfand topology of the maximal 
ideal space of Ü(S). 
Let S denote those elements of S* satisfying the condition т(х*) = т(х), where 
some "natural" involution has been chosen for iS and let S have the relative Gelfand 
topology of 5*. 
In order to have a consistent notation, we write N(f) for either of T^ or Pß, where/ 
is the idempotent element of S mapping into the identity of/^ or Л . Instead of H^ 
or Hß, we can then write Я( / ) , the maximal subgroup of S containing / . We note 
that the N(f) determine the particular "natural" involution in all cases. 
Lemma 1. Let S be a non nil A — I semigroup and x -> x* a ''naturaV involution 
on S. For any т e S, r\ N(f) is real valued for all f e E{S) such that N{f) exists. 
Proof. Let T e S, f G N{f) for s o m e / e £(5), then for h e H{f) T{th) = т(г/г-^) = 
= т(^т(/г), that is т(г) = т(г) if T(/I) Ф 0. If т(/г) = 0, then т(/) = 0 and т(г) = 0. 
Thus T(t) is real valued for all t e N(f). 
Lemma 2. S is a closed subsemigroup of S*. 
Proof. Let 0 Ф To G 5* and {т^} a net in S with т̂  -> TQ. Let xe S such that 
To(x) Ф 0 and let ju G Ü{S) such that фо) Ф 0. Then (/г*х) (то) = /TQ d(/i*x) = 
= To(x) JTO dju. Now (/х*х*)(т^)->(/х*х*)(то), thus тДх*) Д(т^)-> То(х*) Д(то). 
Since Д(т^) -^ ß{To), we see that т^(х*) -> То(^*), and since Та(х*) = тДх) -^ То(х*) 
and TJ^X) -> To(x) implies То(^*) = '̂ 0(̂ )5 *? ^̂  closed in S*. 
Lemma 3. Le^ S be a non nil A — I semigroup and let x -> x* be a "naturaV 
involution on S, If S separates points of S and e and fe E(S) are such that [^Ф{е), 
ф{fУ] is a unit thread in S\ then there is a unit thread in S from e to f. 
Proof. If H{e) = e the any N{f) is a unit thread in S from e to / . If H{e) Ф {e} 
and there is no unit thread in S from e to / , then for any N(f) there is a. t e N[f) 
such that te Ф e. Let т e S such that T:(te) Ф т(е). Then т(г) = T{te) and |т(г)| = 1 so 
that T is not real valued on N(f), a contradiction. Thus there is a unit thread in S 
from ^ to / . 
Theorem 4. Let S be a non nil Л — / semigroup and x -^ x* a "natural" involutioö 
on S. If the map of S into S is one to one then S contains a standard thread from 0 
to 1. 
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Proof. If the map of S into S is one to one then S separates points of -S. By the 
preceding lemma, for each pair of idempotent elements e and f of S such that e < f 
and [ф{е), ф(/)] n E{S') = {ф{е), ф{/)} there is a unit thread N{eJ) from e to / . 
For each such pair of idempotent elements, fix one such N(e,f). Let T = E \J 
и iö[N{e,f) : N{e,f) a unit thread]). 
Define : Ö : S' -> Tby в{ф{е)) = elf ее E{S) and в{ф{х)) = L, n N{e, f)ïfxф E{S). 
Now в is clearly continuous and one to one, so is a homeomorphism and an algebraic 
isomorphism. Thus в{8') = Tis a standard thread in S from 0 to 1. 
It is clear that S must separate points of S in order that duality occur. Since each 
continuous semicharacter is measurable on S, if S separates points then for each unit 
thread / , czS' , ф-\1,) = N{e,j:) X H{f,), where / . - [(/>(e,), (/>(/„)], e, and 
f^ G E(S). We use this to prove 
Theorem 5. Let S be a non nil Л — I semigroup such that there exists a standard 
thread N in S from 0 to 1. Then there is a "naturaV involution on S such that S 
and S are isomorphic and homeomorphic via the evaluation mapping if and 
only if S separates points of S. 
Proof. Since 5 is an Л —I semigroup and iV is a standard thread from 0 to 1 in S 
and Я(1) iV is a compact connected subsemigroup containing 0 and 1, S = H(i) N. 
Define, for xe S and x = nh, x* = nh~^. For this "natural" involution we show 
duality. Note that x* is well defined since n is unique and nhj^ = nh2 implies nh^^ = 
= nh^'. 
Let те S then x — фу where ф = т | iV and у = т | Я(1) and т(х) = ф{п) y{h). 
Now S can be considered as a subset of N x Я(1). Let a : S -> S be given by a(x) (т) = 
= T(X). We first show that a is surjective. Let в e S and let го = inf [г = a^ e S e{s) = 
= 1]. Note that the idempotent elements of S can be considered as a subset of N 
a compact semigroup and hence the infimum exists. We consider two cases. If в(ео) = 
= 1 then в I H(8Q) is a character on H{SQ) and hence there is an /г G Я ( 1 ) such that 
в \ H{so) = a{h) I Я(еа). Now either Ö | SSQ \ Я(во) = 0 or for some т e Sso\ H{eo), 
е{т) Ф 0. If e\S8o\ Я(во) = 0 then в{т) = Щ for all т G 5. If 0 | SSQ \ Щво) Ф 0 
then 8Q is the identity of a unit thread A (̂eo) in S and в [ N^SQ) is real valued. Thus 
0 I iV(eo) corresponds to a teN, i.e. for т e N{so), в{г) = т(^). For any т e S, if 
% ) = 0 then T I {S\S8o) и Я(во) iV(eo) thus т(0 Щ = 0. If в{т) Ф О then в(т) = 
= т(^) T(/Z) and в e oc(S). On the other hand, if ö(eo) = О then 0 is equivalent to a 0^ 
on Я(во), 0^ corresponding to an /г G Я ( 1 ) and 6^ | SSQ \ Я(го) = 0 and thus a is 
onto. The mapping a is clearly one to one since S separates points of S, 
We now show that a is continuous. Let {x^} be a net in S with x^ -> x. Let {n^} cz N 
and {/T^} С Я be such that x« = n^h^. Then, since ^ ( x j -> </)(x), n^ -^ n. Let h~^ 
cluster to деН, then xji~^, clusters to xg but xj}~^ = n̂^ which converges to n 
and X = ng~^, thus /ẑ  has a subnet converging to g. We pass to subnets and write 
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ПаК -^ nh with п^-^ п and h^ ~> h. Now a(x„) -> a(x) in S if and only if /i e L^(S) 
implies /i(a(x^)) -^ Д(а(х)). Now 
|/^(«W) - д(«(^))1 
1̂  
where (̂  e 7? and у e Й. Since 7 is continuous, г > 0 implies there is an ao such that 
\y{K) ~- y{h)\ < e for all a > OCQ. For ф e N, ф is continuous a.e. [4]. By the duality 





ЦФЫ Кй.) - Ф(п) И^.)1 + \Ф{^) У{К) - Ф(п) у{к)\ à\n\) S 
й f l ^ K ) - ф{п)\ d|/i| + Г|ф(и)| |r(/i.) - уЩ d\ß\ й 28||/||| 
and ß{nji^ -> fi(nh). Thus the mapping a is a continuous isomorphism onto S and 
hence, since S is compact, a homeomorphism, too. 
In the preceding, since we were interested in duality, we used the separation of 
points by elements of S to produce a standard thread in S. The existence of such 
a standard thread clearly implies that the "natural" involution so produced is conti-
nuous. We now show that this is precisely the condition even without separation of 
points, however, the assumption that S is non-nil is necessary. 
Theorem 6. Let S be a non-nil A — I semigroup with zero. A necessary and 
sufficient condition that S contain a standard thread from 0 to 1 is that one of the 
''natural involutions be continuous. 
Proof. Let X -> X* be a continuous "natural" involution on S. In order to produce 
a standard thread in S from 0 to 1, it is clearly sufficient to show that for each unit 
thread in S' the corresponding N(f) in S is such that N{f) = N{f) U {̂ }? where e is 
the maximal idempotent element less than / . 
Let / G N(f) such that N{f) maps onto a unit thread minus its zero element in S' 
and let e be the maximal idempotent element less than / . Let z G N{f) \ N(f) atid 
let {t^} be a net in N(f) with t^ -> z. Since the involution is continuous, t„ -> z*, 
but r* = t^ and thus z'^ = z and z = z'^ since z G H{e). It follows that ЩГ) \ N{f) is 
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a compact connected group each of whose elements is of order 2. Thus N{f) \ N{f) = 
= {e} and N{f) is a unit thread in S. 
The existence of a standard thread from 0 to 1, is what is meant by no essential 
winding. As an example to show that the condition that S be non-nil is necessary one 
needs only to look at Clifford's example of a circle with a wisker where the arc meets the 
circle group at — 1. This semigroup can certainly be embedded in an Л — / semigroup 
with zero and the "natural" involution, the identity map on the wisker and inversion 
on the circle, is continuous, but nil thread exists in the semigroup and hence 
there is no standard thread in a larger A — I semigroup with zero. 
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